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The Holy Spirit of Truth verse The Facts
In John chapter 3 we have the account of Nicodemus who came to Christ at night. Because
scripture refers to spiritual things with physical concepts, we can understand that Nicodemus who
came to Jesus by night, doesn't mean it was physically dark out. It was his mind that was darkened
and shielded from the light of God that is an un-vailing of spiritual matter, by way of what we call
revelation. This is how our Father delivers His things to us.
Revelation is an act of the Holy Spirit whereby things defined with physical descriptions are then
translated in our understanding into the invisible realm where they belong, where they have their
final fulfillment.
When this happens, that physical concept has no real purpose for those who are able to make the
exchange with their tool of faith. We trade in the old for the new. As Paul said, if anyone is in Christ,
old things have passed away and all things become new. This is how that happens.
This then is how we define what may seem real verses what is really real we call Spirit and truth.
It was to the Samaritan lady at the well that Christ said "the time that is coming is already here
when you will NOT worship the Father in Samaria or Jerusalem. For God is Spirit ad God is truth
and God seeks such to worship Him in spirit and truth", showing us where the fulfillment of all
these things take place.
And where there is a fulfillment, there is an expiration of the old. After you receive an
understanding of a thing in this way, do not go back to the old way of doing things lest you insult
the Son of God who shed His blood to open the doorway in your understanding to receive these
things. We call these revelations and an open doors. And you may say, to where? To The Kingdom
of God At Hand! With all its acruments.
So if you want to live and abide in just the facts, you will NEVER receive what God has for you now
"At Hand" as being ascertainable before your flesh expires.
It was Nicodemus who was inquiring about the light of God we call revelation, being our God given
tool that brings us new understandings in the invisible realm called the spirit of our mind.
We are in a day and age where it's hard for the light of God to get into many peoples minds. We
have modern sciences, historians, books and account keepers of many sorts working together to
form collections of beliefs presented as truths that are really just half facts, part truths or total
fabrications. These are all to detain you from the truth we describe. So much so in fact that the
gospel has many circumventers and contending beliefs. Many of them even present themselves as
scriptural and factual. Maybe so but a truncated version that keeps you battling your old sinful
nature. However God did not leave you there. Even as 1 John says "whoever sins has neither seen
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Him or known Him", but we have. This is Spirit and Truth!
If you are enquiring and beseeching God to do something for you, you don’t understand the gift
already given. Once again from 1 John "whoever confesses not that Christ came in the flesh is not
of God. This one is a denier and an antiChrist because they believe not that Christ came in the
flesh". Christ means one who saves. So more susinctly put, the saving from God has happened but
you must go through the cross to get it. And this comes by way of revelation, of understanding
invisible principles that existed before God ever said "Let there be light". And let their be a
revelation, same concept.
As a result of this marvelous Truth, you must go to the cross for your new empowerment over the
gods of this age who seek to harm you. The Christ doesn't come later to save or he would negate
the saving of the cross. That is why that one would be a denier and an antiChrist. You have two
contending ways to be saved.
If you can firmly grasp this Truth or true reality, instead of asking for something from God the
Father, you eould find the provision in scripture known as His word, then thank Him for providing
for you.
He has already given us everything we need, and our Father doesn’t micro manage or tirelessly
wear Himself out serving your repetitive requests. He is seated with His Son in the Heavenly places
waiting for His enemies to become His footstool". Meaning He is not getting back up to do
something as though He forgot or was caught off guard or didn't conclude his saving plan.
(Hebrews 1) His enemies and our enemies now are not Satan sin and death, but now are our lack
of knowing Him and having faith in what He has said.
When this happens? This is where we get our light of understanding we call revelation that
Nicodemus was void of. When we learn of these transfiguring truths of what God has given
us, we receive them by confessing them as having happened and thank Him for it.
If our Father has given us everything that pertains to life and godliness, and since He has given us
every spiritual blessing in Heavenly places as well, why then don’t we learn to reiterate one of the
many promises we find in scripture, in the face of the physically obvious contradictions we call facts
and thank Him for it? Those who do this are the blessed.
He who promised to “never leave you or forsake you” rewards those for taking Him as His word,
and staking their claim in the promises despite the facts and the neighsayers.
Facts are Gods enemies and opposition that keep people focused on what’s visible and agreed
upon by the masses. This is a great deception “with all lying signs and wonders presented as
truths, but truths are eternal.
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It is through various sorts of selected, hand picked compilations, to fit predetermined narratives,
agendas and outcomes, to form a combination of views whereby each person is branded with their
own kind of crazy. And we say crazy because they all exist between the polarized issues that are
preselected by the gods of this age to make you argue among yourself of things you’re trying to
prove. This is how people are kept from the truth.
"For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, physical or factual, but mighty through God for
pulling down strongholds and ever high thing that exaults itself against the knowledge of God”.
There may be things that are true and accurate, maybe for a time. But the only thing really true and
accurate, must be something immoveable, indivisible and unchangable. That's why the definition
and title we call good, can only be God and Gods things because He's the collection of all that's
good, immutable, unchangable, holy and beautiful perfection. For this reason we have His Spirit of
truth. And He seeks those who worship Him in Spirit and Truth, because He is the source of all that
is true, He is the object of worship for those that seek truth because He is the source.
There is however another source of information today that is largely in control of collecting and
distributing all information called the internet. Being a net of finely woven invisible signals attached
to as many things as possible to collect data and personal information. If you would understand
God as a jealous God, you would not make your personal information available to others. It is a
form of adultery and an unfaithful ness.
A competitor is called; the internet of things. For some they are like a junky instead of pushing the
button on the morphine pump, they tap to agree to terms and conditions for broader services. This
one when used like this is an antiChrist with competing characteristics.
This is why it is also known as the www.all seeing eye in the sky and the capstone of their
collection of providers gathered to the pyramid, which was the last feature installed for that
monsterous stone structure.
The Son of God is the Chief Cornerstone and first laid for the general assembly and church of the
first-born. In contrast is the capstone for Satan's counterfeit. Christ was the First, most important
stone laid, but of the contender, counterfeit God and all seeing eye, it is the last stone for the
completion of their counterfeit kingdom of coverings and provisions, or coverages and providers.
These are also understood as the two stone mountains in Daniel 2 that symbolize the same thing.
And when you see the kingdom of stone known as the pyramid coming into fruition, God sets up
His Kingdom for business too:
As Daniel wrote "in the days of these kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom which shall
never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it shall [n]break in pieces
and [o]consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever." Are you ready for the shake
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down? Come out of her (counterfeit Zion) My people lest you partake of her sins and recieve
of her judgments for God has remembered her". You don't want to be dependent on that
rock.
This pyramid kingdom we are eating you about, whose base stones were laid by free Mason's, it is
a forbidden craft as seen here in Exodus 20. 25 And if you make Me an altar of stone, you shall not
build it of hewn stone; for if you use your tool on it, you have profaned it". And so Free
Masons do. They build defiantly.
Whose planting and financial support is the U.S. currency as evident by the pyramid logo on the
back of the dollar bill with the eye of illumination on top of a pyramid, showing us that that currency
was created to finance their projects.
This is why money and Mammon is the god of this age, because it is a power. It is really just a
collection of human efforts stored in currencies in local banks. That's the reason they use electrical
verbage because in the same way it is power, their power you gave to them by using their
instruments that you think empowers you.
The shakings of the economy is them shaking their tree branches to harvest their fruit.
Your money storage mechanisms benefits them the most.
Its purpose is to control all information being a collection of knowledge. Them to be able to profit of
off it. And however awesome this seams or sounds
It is this world wide web that becomes a collective mindset over the masses.
The powers that be refer to this as the Bee Hive mentality. A collective conscientness. Not
conscientiousnesses
The bees follow whoever and whatever controls the narratives, this controls the masses.
They know that they have to foster two main sides to control them all in the middle. They call it The
Hegelian Dialectic.
But we the Elect have truth from scripture and from Gods word. As said in Isaiah “if they do not
speak according to this word, there is no truth in them”. So don’t expect us to harmonize with your
views that are not your own, but are on loan to you from the internet giants and gods of this age.

Mount Zion.
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And when they say to you, “Seek those who are mediums (news) and wizards (data crunchers),
who whisper and mutter,” should not a people seek their God? Should they seek the dead on
behalf of the living? 20 To the law and to the testimony (Gods Holy Writ)! If they do not speak
according to this word, it is because there[o] is no light in them. (Like Nicodemus)
21

They will pass through it hard-pressed and hungry; and it shall happen, when they are hungry,
that they will be enraged and curse [p]their king and their God, and look upward. 22 Then they will
look to the earth, and see trouble and darkness, gloom of anguish; and they will be driven into
darkness."
This is what all those who don't trust the God of scripture have.
Put a section here for an apology and repentance to our Heavenly Father
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